
First I wanted to introduce myself. My name is Shae Stanbra and I am 

the new VP for A/AA in West Region. My apologies for not being able to 

be present this evening (if this is the case and Mark is delivering the 

report on my behalf) but I am looking forward to being on the board 

and working with all of you. I have some big shoes to fill following 

Shelley, so excuse me as I navigate these new waters in this position. I 

come from Forest Ringette Assoc. where I currently sit as the Past 

President after 4 years. I have been involved at the A level of play for 

the past 5 years as both a coach and with board membership. 

I will be reaching out to all your Associations this week to confirm your 

Association Reps for the Provincial teams and will ensure that our list is 

updated and any necessary information is passed forward through 

them. 

I was not part of the Provincial process and team formation at the 

commencement of the season as I came into this position as the season 

was starting. 

All teams from U14A-U19AA have now been scheduled and received 

their tournament assignments from RO. Again understanding that these 

teams have the requirement to qualify for their positions at Provincials 

through qualifying tournaments scheduled between Jan 1st, 2024 and 

Feb 19th 2024.  

• Games are starting the weekend of Sept.23rd, 2023 and all is going 

well from what I heard. 



U12A: 

Try-outs were to be completed and team are finalized. West Region 

teams are under RO page and South Central Ontario Ringette League 

• Games are commencing for U12 A the weekend of Oct 1st.  

• U12A teams need to register on their own for tournaments 

and will not be assigned tournaments by RO.  

 

Feb 29-3 AA Championships 

14-17 A Championships, Waterloo 


